FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $49*

LOW PRICES EVERYDAY

Salomon

Pulse Belt
From $43.90
Available sizes:
Extra Small | Small | Medium | Large | X Large

Details

Specifications

Sitting discreetly and comfortably against your body, the
Pulse Belt from Salomon is the minimal way to carry
essentials whether you're going for a short morning run,
hitting the slopes or enjoying a day of sightseeing. This belt is
constructed from a 4-way stretch fabric which creates a snug
fit that stays put while you go about your activities. It sits flat
on your body thanks to the tubular construction, which makes
it super stable and reduces bounce for an excellent fit. There
are multiple expandable pockets for your essentials such as
keys or snacks, the two stretch pockets can fit the separately
available 500ml hydration flasks and the diagonal straps
allows you to carry hiking poles or a jacket. The minimal
Pulse Belt from Salomon allows you to carry your important
essentials and hydration flasks while you're running, skiing or
travelling. Minimal and stable design for light adventures
Made from 4 way stretch fabric which creates a snug
fitTubular construction sits flat for comfort Multiple
expandable pockets for essentials Diagonal straps allow
storage for jacket or hiking poles Two stretch pockets can fit
the separately available 500ml hydration flasks from Salomon

Snowys Code:

36238

Supplier Code:

397790 M

Suggested Use

Training

To Fit:

Waist Diameter 80-88 cm

Packed Dimensions:

36.5L x 11W x 1H cm

Capacity:

Small Front Zip Pocket | Small Rear
Stretch Pocket | Diagonal Straps For
Jacket or Pole Storage

Material:

Polyamide | Elastane

Hydration Compatibility: 500ml Soft Flask Compatible
Weight:

0.062 Kg | 0.092 Kg Including
Accessories

Suggested Use:

Trail Running | Running | Training

Warranty:

2 Year

Have a question about this product?
1300 914 007

service@snowys.com.au

Snowys Outdoors

Changed your mind?
For all information on how to return an item, visit www.snowys.com.au/returns

Snowys Outdoors

